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About ‘MINI’
Millets-The Everlasting Grains

Millet Network of India is convened by Deccan Development Society, which over the last
25 years, has been working with rural communities of Medak District and assisted them
in their quest for food sovereignty. The Network has about 120 members across the
length and breadth of the country, and is currently involved in a range of interventions in
about 8 states including Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat,
Odisha, Himachal Pradesh and Nagaland.

An Appeal
All the members of Millet Network of India who receive this newsletter are requested to
make their contributions to it, so that it can be enriched and stories from different corners of the country where not only MINI works but from across the borders can be presented. Photo-features, stories, analytical articles, policy analyses and so on are all welcome.
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Deccan Development wins EQUATOR 2019
The women of Deccan Development Society
sanghams have bagged one of the most coveted
UN awards- Equator Prize for 2019. Since its
inception in 2002, out a total 223 awards only
nine awards have to come to India previously. It
is a matter of great pride for the entire DDS family that the non-literate, dalit, disprivileged
women from DDS sanghams have received this
award and are the only Indian group to have
done so in 2019. The award sights DDS sangham
women as ‘an outstanding example of a local, nature-based solution to climate change and sustainable
development.’ This year a total of 847 nominations have been received by the UN from 127 countries all
over the world. Of them only 2o were given this prestigious award. The women of DDS sangham have the
honour of being among these top 20. Over the last 30 years, in their own unsung manner, about 5000
dalit women of DDS sanghams have made significant contribution towards environment combating climate change, food and nutritional security providing mother earth with lush green cover, establishing
iconic village level indigenous seed banks and many more.
The UNDP Equator prize comes as a crowning glory
for all their efforts. The 10, 000 USD prize will be
officially declared today, the World Environment Day
and will be handed over to the DDS community
members at New York in September 2019 in a special
ceremony at UN Headquarters. DDS women are the
first group in the undivided state of Andhra Pradesh
to have received this award. On June 5, 2019, in a
special celebratory event being held in Pastapur village where the Deccan Development Society is situated, five selected women leaders from various sanghams will be felicitated for their signal contribution
in the three decadal journey of DDS sanghams from fighting for equality to receiving Equator Prize.
The leaders to be felicitated are :
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1. Smt Maisanagari Ratnamma, leader of Women Sanghams in Algole; who was the first rural dalit
women recipient of the Vriksha Mitra award from the Ministry of Environment, Government of India
in as far back as 1993.
2. Smt Begari Tuljamma from Pastapur, a representative of over 30 DDS sanghams that carried out the
revolutionary community designed, community controlled localised Public distribution system in
which over 5300 acres of village fallows wore a millet cover and halted the desertification of farm
lands in the Zaheerabad region.
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3. Smt Nagwar Sunandamma, representing the Indu DDS Sangham, who was instrumental in turning
a 90-acre stony life-less hillock into a lush-green forest planting over 200 thousand trees and contributing to the fight against climate change.
4. Smt Yerrolla Kanakamma from Machnoor village who for over 25 years has protected a patch of land
on which she and her sangham established a sanctuary for rare local medicinal plants , and turned it
into a village medicinal commons.
5. Smt Nadimidoddi Anjamma from Gangwar who is known for saving and conserving nearly a 100
traditional seed varieties and has been a community seed keeper for over 25 years.Now decorated
with many local, regional and national awards, Anjamma is a sterling example of how an ecologically conscious woman can transcend her marginalisation, gender and economic deprivations to
become an almost national icon.
6. Smt Chilkapalli Ansuyamma, a single woman, an amazing green finger who has designed, implemented and inspired several thousands of sangham women to transform wastelands into
neighbourhood forests and planted millions of trees.
DDS believes that all these women deserve a heroic applause and gratefully acknowledges their contribution in securing their sangham women the historic Equator prize.
The ceremony that will recognise the unrecognized, sing for the unsung and tell the world that those
who have been left behind can really be the leaders of the World.
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NIRMAN won Grassroots Justice Prize 2019
NIRMAN is awardedthe Grassroots
Justice Prize by NAMATI, a Global
Legal Empowerment Network, in
New York for its comprehensive
work on legal empowerment of
Tribal and forest dwelling communities through implementation of “
Forest Rights Act,2006”. The organization is lauded for its path
breaking initiative on facilitation of
legal rights for Tribal and forest
dwelling communities over their
customarily used land and forest resources usingempowering provision of this historic legislationin
Rayagada district of Odisha. One of the important achievements of NIRMAN was to facilitate vesting
of legal title to 69 villages over their Community Forest Resources (CFR) while status of settlement of
such rights under this law is extremely poor throughout the country. Besides, NIRMAN is facilitating
FRA in another 300 villages for securing community rights (titles/patta) over community forest resources. More than 600 Tribal families have also received legal rights (titles/patta) over forest land
facilitated by NIRMAN.
The decision of award was made by a panel of judges
composed by 12 global leaders and visionaries in the
field of legal empowerment. The choice was very difficult; about 200 exceptional organizations with extensive experience in the field applied, but
the comprehensive work supporting Tribal and forestdwelling communities building capacities, strengthen
community institution, generating links with government and providing legal aid has dazzled the judges,
and Nirman has been selected as the winner.
Below some of the judges' comments and reasoning that led them to choose NIRMAN as the winner
of the 2019 Grassroots Justice Prize::
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♦

“The organisation has developed excellent capacity building methods through participatory action and effective community mobilization strategies. When the communities can claim collective legal entitlements or equal rights, this approach is particularly crucial”.

♦

“congratulations for an important and strategic job”

♦

“It is impressive the work done towards restoring environmental justice, recognition and
strengthening the power of communities in the use, management, and governance of the commons, seeking to create change at the structural level.”
Cond …..
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“The panel of judges feel that the organization is making enormous gains in advancing justice for
tenants and dwellers”.These comments acknowledged the commitment of NIRMAN’s work.
Mr. Prasant Mohanty, Executive Director, NIRMAN attended the Grassroots Justice Prize ceremony at
Millenium Hilton, New York, USA, on July 15th, during the High Level Forum and received the award.
The award for winning the prize is USD $10,000. Ms. Mary Robinson, Former President of Ireland and
global leader of climate justice presented the award in the presence of other dignitaries eg.Ms. Carman Carlos Caravana, Minister of Justice and Human Rights, Argentina, The UN Ambassador of The
Netherlands, Priscilla Schwartz, Attorney General and Minister of Justice, Sierra Leone, Ms. Hina Jilani
from The Elders.
Mr. Mohanty said,“It is an honor and recognition for NIRMAN for its commitment for legal empowerment of tribal and other forest dwellers community in Odisha”. This will inspire the NIRMAN team to
extend its outreach and take its work to a greater height.
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Connecting young people to their roots
NEN Summer Farm School concludes

The NEN Summer Farm School, organized by North East Network (NEN) Nagaland concluded at Chizami on July 2. Altogether 21 students, 12 girls and 9 boys aged between 14-16 years participated in
6-day workshop held between June 27 – July 2.
At the valedictory session that was attended by both the students and their parents, Seno Tsuhah,
Project Team Leader NEN stated ‘Summer Farm School is an effort to connect young people to their
roots – to their natural resources that include forest, land, water and biodiversity; to their local food
and sustainable farming systems; and traditional knowledge systems, so that young people learn to
value these resources and show the way towards a sustainable development.’
Wetshete Thopi, Lecturer, Patkai Christian College in his short speech asserted that ‘real education lies
not in the degree but in the understanding of our environment’ and encouraged both the parents and
students to value the learning that was received from the summer school. Certificate of Participation
was handed over to students by Welhite Naro, Chairman,Village Education Committee Chizami.
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The 6-day workshop covered topics such as Understanding the natural world – resources & threats;
Revisiting sustainable food and farming Systems, pollinators, agro-biodiversity, soil health and pest
management. Activities include field visit to millet based biodiverse jhum land and terrace fields,
paddy transplanting, gardening, visit to seed banks and bee farm, vermi-composting, biodiversity
walk, documentation of herbal medicines and wild edibles, interaction with community elders, film
screenings, story-telling, and quiet-time.
Resource persons include custodian farmers Khenemvu L.Mero, Dikhwetso-u Wezah, Keneile Thopi,
Ezekote Naro, Kekhrowe Tsido; scientists from KVK –ICAR T. Esther Longkumer and Liza B. Bharali;
theologian-students from OTS Mesaseno and Imlienla; Educator Wetshete Thopi; and NEN Nagaland
team.
http://morungexpress.com/connecting-young-people-roots/
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The transition of Adivasis to settled farming
Pipal Tree attempts to create a symbiosis of the personal, the social and the ecological that leads to
sustainable development practices. In the past sustainable development was concerned with inclusive approaches that underscored social justice. Today they have the added challenge of climate
change.
The organisation was established in 1984 by a group of alternative development practitioners and
socially engaged thinkers. It is located at the ecologically inspired campus known as 'Fireflies Intercultural Centre' that is located in a village 30 kilometres outside Bangalore, India.
Settled agriculture is less than a generation or two old to the Jenukuruba adivasis around the Nagarhole National Park in Mysore district. Having lived off the forest and then displaced as a result of forest conservation policies and construction of reservoirs, the transition of adivasis to settled farming
has met with several challenges.
Without having had the understanding of the way mainstream society functions, in several places the
land that theadivasis were given as part of the relocation package is taken away by other dominant
communities.
The nomadic culture is still predominant among the community. Unlike a traditional settled farmer
adivasi community does not tend to the land all through the year. Although migration during off
season is generally seen as distress migration it is partly cultural when it comes to the Jenukuruba
community.
In the timeframe between migration from one place to another shorter duration crops are grown in
the land in the conventional way.
In this backdrop the coming together ofadivasi women as Millet Sisters represents rekindling their
connection with biodiversity and establishing a new relationship with their land.
Against all odds, this kharif season 20 adivasi women from Motha, Hunsekuppe and Penchahalli
hamletsin H.D.Kotetaluk of Mysore district are making a shift in the way the land is being used. Seeds
of 17 varieties including millets, pulses, oils seeds and fodder are sown in about 18 acres of land. With
them they bring their families to celebrate biodiversity and a renewed sense of community.
Millets-The Everlasting Grains
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Rise of Millets
The goodgood-old grain, packed with nutrition, is back as a super food
Millets, the tiny grains that once adorned Indian kitchens disappeared somewhere in the 80s. It can be
rightly said that the focus on wheat, rice and refined flour is one of the many reasons why this yesteryear
staple diet was knocked out as a must-eat. Today, millets are perched on the cusp of a revival. Restaurants, culinary groups and workshops, recipe books, and exhibitions are dedicated to promoting this
super-food for its nutritional benefits and sustainable production.
HIGH ON NUTRITION
Many assume that millet is a single variety of grain,
but there are over 500 varieties of millets within the
main types. Known for its climate-resilient features,
they are broadly classified into two categories. One is
major millets, which includes the likes of pearl millet
(bajra) and sorghum (jowar). The second category
called minor millets is made of finger millet (ragi),
kodo millet, barnyard millet, little millet, proso millet
and foxtail millet.
Millets are one of the oldest foods known to humankind. They’re nutrient-dense and rich in plantbased
nutrients (phytonutrients), says celebrity nutritionist Nmami Agarwal, founder and CEO of NmamiLife, a
sport nutrition company. Lignans, an essential phytonutrient present in millet, help reduce the risk of
heart diseases. Pearl millets are rich in insoluble fibre and aid in better digestion, and are known for their
anti-cancer properties. Foxtail millets are not just rich in magnesium that assists to regulate blood pressure levels, they are also high in iron and calcium and help boost immunity levels. Sorghum, on the other
hand, is a gluten-free variant that’s beneficial for those suffering from celiac disease. In total, millets are
tiny power-packed nutrient foods, a must for healthy diet and lifestyle, says Agarwal.
THE NEW AVATAR
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You know this super-food has resurged when Andaz Delhi launches its latest deli Soul Pantry focusing
entirely on flatbreads made out of millets. Our menu is grains-indigenous and the forgotten produce.
Traditional pizza/ flatbread base is made of refined wheat grain. We offer flatbreads made of nutritiondense ancient grains like finger millet, amaranth, barley, and spelt. By doing so, we give our guests more
wholesome food options while respecting the native grains of India, says Kapil Chauhan, sous chef, Soul
Pantry.
Anahita N Dhondy, chef partner at SodaBottleOpenerWala, Cyber Hub, reiterates this grain’s revival. A
passionate advocate of this super-food, Dhondy went to speak at a United Nations’ forum last year with a
packet of millets. In fact, she’s used several innovative ways to incorporate millets in her menu. Though
I’ve seen this ingredient in my grandmother’s home, I never paid much attention to it. Then a few years
back, I interacted with Pallavi Upadhyay, co-founder of Millets for Health, a social enterprise dedicated to
the revival of millets. Soon I started using millets in my kitchen and now it’s something that I recommend to everyone, she says. Millets are now consumed in various forms such as flattened, beaten,
popped, roasted, powdered, ground or even fried.
Cond …..
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Yesterday’s coarse grains are today’s nutri-cereals as consumers see millets as a solution to
their changing lifestyle. The search for a local grain that would fit well into our daily recipes has led
people right back to millet for its nutritional benefits, says Prashant Parameswaran, CEO & MD, Soulfull, a millet-based snacking brand, which has muesli to oats, ragi flakes to ragi bites.
IN RETAIL STORES
It was a random discussion between young mothers Shauravi Malik and Meghana Narayan that
sparked a thought about introducing a healthy diet for children. What started out as an experiment to
introduce millets into their children’s diet soon turned into a food brand called Slurrp Farm. Launched
in October 2016, this company’s millet pancake, cookies and other healthy packaged products are
available stores across India.
We believed that we need to change how we are eating as a society. While we realised that there was a
gap of healthy eating options in the children’s food market in India, it is only when we had our own
children that we truly understood the trials and tribulations of feeding our kids right, says Malik, who
has worked in the consumer, healthcare and retail advisory team at JP Morgan.
Even gourmet chefs are adding millet to an array of recipes be it in fried snacks and biryani or risotto
and even brownies. In Sikkim, millet may have been traditionally used for local brews (known as
chaang), but now these grains are a key ingredient in the recipes of microbreweries in Bengaluru and
Pune, says Narayan, a former associate principal at McKinsey & Company.
It’s time we incorporate this powerhouse of nutrition into our diet. After all, only mindful food choices
can help you lead a healthy life.
MULTIPLE BENEFITS
Millets have a lower glycaemic index compared to rice, meaning the grains are digested and
absorbed by the body slowly, lowering the blood glucose and insulin levels.
♦ According to the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics, bajra contains the highest folic acid among cereals while ragi contains three times the calcium content of milk.
♦ Millets are also high on antioxidants.
♦

https://www.indiatoday.in/mail-today/story/rise-of-millets-1545836-2019-06-10
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Millets Recipe Junction
Pearl Millet Halwa
Ingredients:
Pearl millet suji : 500 gms
Ghee : 100 gms
Water : 1 litre

Sugar : 500 gms
Almonds: 100 gms

Preparation Method:
Fry almonds in ghee and keep aside, fry pearl millet suji in ghee till it turns golden in color. Boil water
in a thick bottom vessel, add fried suji and sugar. Cook well with adding ghee after cooking completes
decorate with fried almonds.

Ms. G. Bhargavi,
Home Science Scientist, DDS-KVK
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